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SELF-SIMILAR MEASURES
AND THEIR FOURIER TRANSFORMS. II

ROBERT S. STRICHARTZ

Abstract. A self-similar measure on R" was defined by Hutchinson to be a

probability measure satisfying

m

(*) ß = YsaJ>ioSji <
7=1

where SjX = PjRjX + b¡ is a contractive similarity (0 < p¡ < 1 , Rj or-

thogonal) and the weights a¡ satisfy 0 < a¡ < 1 , YLJ=\ a] — 1 • By analogy,

we define a self-similar distribution by the same identity (*) but allowing the

weights a¡ to be arbitrary complex numbers. We give necessary and sufficient

conditions for the existence of a solution to (*) among distributions of compact

support, and show that the space of such solutions is always finite dimensional.

If F denotes the Fourier transformation of a self-similar distribution of

compact support, let

"W = -j^l(       \F{x)\2dx,
R"   P J\x\<R

where ß is defined by the equation Y^JLi Pi^\aj\2 = 1 • If p"J = p for

some fixed p and v¡ positive integers we say the {p¡} are exponentially

commensurable. In this case we prove (under some additional hypotheses) that

H(R) is asymptotic (in a suitable sense) to a bounded function H(R) that is

bounded away from zero and periodic in the sense that H(pR) = H(R) for all

R > 0 . If the {pj} are exponentially incommensurable then \imR-,ao H(R)

exists and is nonzero.

1. Introduction

In Part I [S3] we studied Fourier transforms of self-similar measures, such

as the usual Cantor measure, showing in some cases that averages such as

(1.1) HiR) = -^[       \pix)\2dx
R     P J\x\<R

remain bounded above and below as R —> oo, where n is the dimension of

the Euclidean space R" on which p is defined and ß is a kind of dimension

determined by the self-similarity properties of p. But now look at Figure 1,

which shows the graph of HiR) on a logarithmic scale for R, where p is

usual Cantor measure, suitably normalized. Clearly HiR) is asymptotically

multiplicatively periodic.
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(1.2)

where

(1.3)

Figure 1. The graph of HiR) on a logarithmic .fi-

scale for p(x) = Y[kK)=lcos7i3~kx, corresponding to a

normalized Cantor measure.

HiR) ~ H(R)   as R -> oc,

HipR) = HiR)

(p = \ for the Cantor measure). One goal of this paper is to prove this sort of

asymptotic periodicity in a number of cases.

Self-similar measures are defined by Hutchinson [H] to be probability mea-
sures p on R" that satisfy an identity

(1.4) p = J2 ajv- ° sj
;=i

for a set of positive weights aj satisfying

(1.5) £«, = 1
j=i

and a set of contractive similarity transformations Sj of R" . Here we write

poS~x for the measure satisfying

(1.6) tpdpoSj x = / tp o Sjdp

and SjX = pjRjX + b¡, where 0 < p} < 1 , Rj is an orthogonal transformation

on R" , and b¡ is a vector in R" . If all the contractive factors p¡ are equal, we

say the equicontractive hypothesis holds. This is the case for the usual Cantor
measure, with px = p2 = \ ■ It would appear that the equicontractive case

would be the simplest, and indeed we will treat this case first. However, it
turns out that the "generic" case is simpler. We will show that limÄ_00 H(R)

exists and is nonzero in the case that the contractive factors are exponentially

incommensurable (not satisfying p"jJ — p for fixed p and integers v¡ ).
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Another goal of this paper is to generalize the notion of self-similarity to dis-

tributions. The existence and uniqueness for self-similar probability measures

satisfying a given identity (1.4) are proved directly in [H] using the contractive

mapping principle. We can extend the definition (1.6) to distributions / by

(1.6') (foSjx,<p) = (f,cpoS])

for any test function q>. Then the analogue of ( 1.4) is

m

(1-4') f = Y/cijfoS-x,
7=1

but we relax the requirement that the weights aj be positive and allow them

to be complex numbers. We do not assume (1.5) a priori, although it turns

out that it is the first (A0) of a set of algebraic conditions denoted (Ak),

k = 0, 1,2, ... , that are involved in giving necessary and sufficient conditions

for the existence of distributions of compact support satisfying (1.4'). The

construction of solutions of (1.4') which we give is rather indirect; in fact we

first construct the Fourier transform F of /. Since F must be an entire

function of exponential type, we can use power series to construct F . Only in

special cases is F given by an infinite product analogous to the expression for

p in Part I. Uniqueness of solutions is not automatic, but the space of solutions

(with compact support) is always finite dimensional.

The construction of self-similar distributions of compact support by means

of the Fourier transform is given in §2. In §3 we study the asymptotic behav-

ior of averages of these Fourier transforms in the equicontractive case, proving

the type of asymptotic periodicity revealed in Figure 1. In §4 we extend the

asymptotic periodicity to what may be called a fractal Plancherel formula for
the Fourier transforms of distributions in L2(dp) for certain self-similar mea-

sures p. This result is a refinement of the results of [SI], but for a smaller

class of measures. In §5 we extend the results of §§3 and 4 to the nonequicon-

tractive case. The results are similar if pvj - p for integers v¡ (exponential

commensurability), but in the opposite case (exponential incommensurability)

we obtain a simplification in that the periodic terms become constants. This

kind of dichotomy is apparently quite common in some problems in probability

theory (see Feller [F, p. 348] or Lalley [Ly]). In §6 we discuss briefly a number

of possible generalizations of our results: to self-affine distributions, to infinite

sums in (1.4), to noncompactly supported distributions, and to LP norms in

(1.1).
This paper is a natural continuation of our work in [SI-S3] and of Hutchin-

son's work [H], but it is written so that it can mainly be read independently.

Somewhat different but related ideas in the context of Riemannian manifolds

are given in [S4]. The numerical and graphical work to produce the figures was

done by Maria Korolov.

Finally, we draw the reader's attention to two recent works which further

develop some of the themes of this paper, [HL] and [Lu].

Note added in proof. Additional references which extend the results of this

paper are [Lu2, LW and S6]. Related ideas are discussed in [DL, JRS, S5
and S7].
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2. SELF-SIMILAR DISTRIBUTIONS

A self-similar distribution on R" is defined to be a distribution / on R"

which satisfies an identity

m

(2.1) f=Yja}foSjx
j=i

for a set of complex numbers a¡ and contractive similarities

(2.2) SjX = PjRjX + bj,

where 0 < p¡ < 1, Rj is an orthogonal transformation, and bj is a vector in

R" , and where foS~x is defined by

(2.3) (foSjx,<p) = (f, tpoSj)

so as to be consistent with the definition for measures (not for functions).

We will also use the iterated version of (2.1),

(2.4) /=£ay/o571,

where ^ is the set of A-tuples J = (jx, ... , jn) with 1 < jk < m, aj =

nf=i ajk, and Sj = Sjt o SJ2 o • • • o SJN , or more explicitly SjX = PjRjX + bj

with
N

pj=nPh.   Rj=RJlo-oRjN,
k=l

and

bj = bj, + pj.Rj.bj, + pjtPjtRjtRjibj,

+ --- + (pjr--PjN_l)(Rjl---RJN_l)bjN.

We will primarily be concerned with self-similar distributions of compact

support. We denote by F the Fourier transform of /, which in this case
is an entire analytic function of exponential type. We note that (2.1) is then

equivalent to the condition

m

(2.5) F(x) = Y,aJeib''XF(PiR)x)

;"=i

and by iterating (2.5) we obtain

(2.6) F(x) = £ ajeib>-xF(pjRjx).

In order to construct self-similar distributions of compact support satisfying
(2.1) we will solve (2.5). If we can construct an entire analytic function F

which satisfies (2.5) on the power series level at the origin (i.e., both sides of

(2.5) have the identical Taylor expansion at the origin) then F satisfies (2.5) on

all of C" . The following lemma then shows that F = f for some distribution

of compact support, and then (2.5) implies / satisfies (2.1).
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Lemma 2.1. If an entire analytic funtion F satisfies (2.5) then F is of exponen-
tial type.

Proof. Since both sides of (2.6) are analytic functions the identity holds on C" ,

F(x + iy) = £ ajeibj,xe-bj'yF(pjR*j(x + iy)),

hence

\F(x + iy)\ < ANeBW sup \F(PjR}(x + iy))\,

where A = Y?L\ \aj\ anQl ß = SUP/ \bj\ • which is finite (see [H]). Now since

p = supj pj < 1 we have \pjR*jz\ < pN\z\, and so if we choose

N > log|z|/log/>_1

we have \pjR*jz\ < 1, hence \F(z)\ < MANeB^ , where M is an upper bound

for \F(z)\ on the unit ball of C" . But since N is a multiple of log|z| the

factor AN is of polynomial growth in \z\.   Q.E.D.

This approach to constructing / does not give us control of the support of /,

but this follows automatically from (2.1). In fact let K denote the compact self-

similar set associated to the set of similarities Sx, ... , Sm constructed in [H].

Then any distribution of compact support satisfying (2.1) must be supported

in K. To see this let Kx be any compact set that supports /. Then given

any e > 0 there exists N such that all the sets SjKx for J e ^ are within

an ^neighborhood of K. Thus if (p is a test function supported outside an

e-neighborhood of K,

(f,<p)= Y,aj(f><P°Sj) = 0

since <p o Sj(x) = 0 for x in Kx . Thus supp/ ç K. Of course this is not to

say that / cannot be supported on a smaller set.

We turn now to the problem of constructing solutions of (2.5). Certain al-

gebraic conditions on the weights a¡ (for given pj and Rf) will determine

when this is possible. We call these conditions (Ak), for fc = 0, 1,2,....
The condition (A0) is simply

m

(Ao) £a;' = 1

7 = 1

and (A-) is
m

(Ai) / - Y^üjPjRj   is not invertible.

7=1

To state the higher order conditions we define R^ = R¡®---®Rj (k factors)

to be the extension of Rj to an operator on the k-fo\d symmetric tensors on

R". If we represent this space of tensors by the homogeneous polynomials

pk(x) of degree k on R" , then the action of Rf] is just pk(x) -> pk(R*x).

Then (A^) for k > 2 is
m

(Ak) I - ^2ajpkjR(f)   is not invertible.
7=1
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It is clear that this is a generalization of (A0) and (A-), and it is clearly an

algebraic condition since it is equivalent to the vanishing of a determinant of a

matrix whose entries are linear in a¡.

Theorem 2.2. The space of analytic solutions to (2.5) is at most finite dimen-

sional, and nontrivial solutions exist if and only if one of the conditions (Ak )

holds. If (Ao) holds but none of the other (A^) conditions hold, then the space

of solutions is exactly one-dimensional and there is a unique solution satisfying

F(0) = 1. If k' denotes the largest value of k for which (A^.) holds, then the

dimension of the space of solutions is at least the nullity of I - Y!J=X ajPk¡ ' R¡ ' >

and at most the dimension of the space of polynomials of degree < k' in R" ,

with the exact value depending on the values of bj .

Proof. Observe that at most a finite number of conditions (A*.) can hold (for

fixed aj, pj, Rj), because for k sufficiently large the operator Yl7=i ajPkj^j

has norm less than one.

Now if F is analytic then it has a convergent power series expansion

^2h=o Pk(x) about the origin, where

Pk(x) = £ caxa

\a\=k

is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k . Substituting this expansion in (2.5)

we find

m m    k      (ih -x)1

(2.7) Pk(x) -Y,aJpkJPj(R)x) = Y,Y.aJ-^]TLPkflpk-i(R)x)-
7=1 7=1  /=1

If condition (Ak) fails then we can obtain Pk(x) from the left side of (2.7).

Thus if Pk = 0 for all k < k', then (2.7) implies inductively that all Pk = 0,
hence F = 0. This shows that the space of solutions is always finite dimen-

sional, with an upper bound on the dimension given by the dimension of the

space of polynomials of degree < k'. In particular, if none of the conditions

(Ak) holds then there are no nontrivial solutions, while if k' — 0 then the space

of solutions is at most one-dimensional.

Conversely, assume that (Ak) holds for at least one value of k , with k' the

largest of these. Let p(x) be any polynomial homogeneous of degree k' such

that
m

pix)-'£aJpkpiR*jX) = 0.

7=1

If we set Pk = 0 for k < k' and Pk, = p then (2.7) is valid for k < k', and
then we can use (2.7) to solve inductively for Pk for all k. This gives us a

formal power series solution of (2.5). However it is a routine matter to show

that the form of (2.7) forces the coefficients to decay so that the power series

has infinite radius of convergence. Thus we obtain entire analytic solutions to

(2.5) with prescribed Taylor expansion up to order k'. If k' = 0 we can take

F(0) = 1. If k' > 0 and there are other values of k for which (A*.) holds, we
can try to prescribe nonzero values for those Pk , but whether or not this leads

to a formal solution to (2.7) depends on the coefficients b¡ satisfying certain

complicated polynomial identities.   Q.E.D.
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As an example of what can happen when (A¿.) holds for more than one value

of k, consider the equation

Fix) = 4Fi\x) - 3elbxFi\x)

in R1 . When b = 0 there is a two-dimensional space of solutions, Fix) =

ex + d, but when b ^ 0 we must have F(0) = 0 and there is only a one-

dimensional space of solutions.
When n = 1 we can essentially reduce the construction in the theorem to

the case when (Ao) holds but no (A^) holds for k > 1. Indeed, suppose k'

in the theorem is greater than zero. Then by setting F(x) = xk' G(x) we find

that G must satisfy a version of (2.5) in which (Ao) holds but no (A^) holds

for k > 1. Of course this may not yield all solutions to the original problem,

and such a simplification does not work in higher dimensions.

From now on we assume that (Ao) holds. There are three special cases in

which we can immediately conclude that no (A¿) can hold for k > 1. The

first case is when the weights are positive, 0 < a; < 1. For then

kj>(k)£«7/^Í
7 = 1

<EajPj<1
7=1

since H-R^ll = 1. This is the situation we considered in Part I which led to

the construction of self-similar measures. Thus the uniqueness of self-similar

measures is valid even in the class of distributions with compact support. The

second case is when all the similarities Sj have the same linear part, i.e., all

Rj = R and all pj - p ■ For then

7 = 1

= pk\\Rlk)\\ = pk < 1.

The third case is when

(2.8)

which of course implies

and then

Y,\aj\Pj< l>
7 = 1

YJ\a]\pk<\    forallJfc>l,

7 = 1

7=1 7=1

Of course this case contains the first case.

In all these cases there is a more satisfactory description of the unique solu-

tion of (2.5) with F(0) = 1. Let us write

(2.9) FN(x) = £ ajeib'-x.

Jz7n
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In the first case we showed in Part I that FNix) -+ Fix) uniformly on compact

sets (under certain restricted conditions, which are not necessary for this con-

clusion). We will show this is true in all these cases. Note that in the second

case we can write

/V-l

(2.10) FN(x) = n*ï (/(**)**) ■
k=0

Theorem 2.3. Let (A0) hold and assume either (i) (2.8) holds, or (ii) all Sj have
the same linear part. Then

(2.11) Fix)= lim FN(x)
TV—»oo

uniformly on compact sets.

Proof. In case (i) we use (2.6) and (2.9) to obtain

Fix) - FN(x) = £ ajeib^xiFipjRjx) - 1)

Jes»

and hence

\F(x)-FNix)\< £ \aj\\FipjR)x)-\\.
JzIn

Since F(0) = 1 we have

\F(x)- 1| <c\x\   if |jc| < 1.

Then if \x\ < p~N (recall p is the maximum of pj) we have

\F(x) - FNix)\ < c J2 \aj\pj\x\ <clJT \aj\Pj j    \x\,
/eA \7=i /

which proves (2.11).
In case (ii) we use (2.10). First we show that the infinite product

oo

F^x) = lim FN(x) = T[Fl(pk{R')kx)
N—»oo A A

(t=0

exists uniformly on compact sets. But this follows from the convergence of

ËlF,(/(/r)**)-i|
k=0

which follows from the estimate \F\ix) - 1| < c\x\. Once we have the existence

of Foe it is easy to show that it satisfies (2.5), and since F^O) = 1 we have

F = Foc by the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.2.   Q.E.D.

3. Asymptotic periodicity

Let / be a self-similar distribution of compact support with Fourier trans-

form F . Throughout this section we make the equicontractive hypothesis that
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all pj are equal, and we denote this common value by p . We also assume (Ao)

holds and we define the real number ß by

(3.1)
7=1

This is consistent with our notation in Part I, except that now we do not assert

that ß is positive; however the argument in Part I that ß < n under the open

set condition is still valid. We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the

averages

(3-2) HiR) = ^f      \Fix)\2dx
K        J\x\<R

as R —> oo, and we will show that HiR) tends in the limit to a function that

is periodic in \ogR. In order to do this we first study the averages

(3.3) A(/) = t(n-ß)ß j \Fix)\2e-'^ dx

as t —> 0, and then use a Tauberian theorem to obtain information about HiR).

Now for hit) the periodicity involves comparing it with hip~2t). The fol-

lowing computations give the basic idea. On the one hand, if we use the defini-

tion of ß and a change of variable we find

hip~2t) = pß-*tl"-M2 fe-»~2M2[F{x)\2dx

(3.4)
Y,\aj\2p'nt{"-ß)/2 / e-«>~2M2\F(x)\2dx

7=1 J
m .

£>;|¥"-W2 / e-'\x\2\F(pR*x)\2dx.

7=1

On the other hand, if we use (2.5) and expand we obtain

2

/m e~'^2 Y,aJeibj'Xf(PR*jx)    dx

7 = 1

(3-5) =  J-|a;|2i(«-/»)/2   / e-l\x\2\F'pR*jX))\2dx

7 = 1 J

+ YJdßkt[n~ß)l2 f e-'M2ei{b'-bk)-xF(pR*x)F(pR*kx)dx.

Comparing (3.4) and (3.5) we can write

(3.6) h(t)-hip-2t) = Eit),

where

(3.7) E(t) = ^ajäkEJk(t)

ifk
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and

(3.8) Ejk(t) = ¿"-ß)'2 Íe-t^2e^b'-b^'xFipR*x)FipR*kx)dx.

Now the idea is that E(t) is a small error term, and to show this it suffices to

show the same for each Ejkit), j ±k . But since e'bj'xF(pR*x) is the Fourier

transform of foS~x, we have

(3.9) Ejk(t) = n"/2rß'2 jj e-\x-y?lAtf o SJX(x)f o Sk~x iy) dx dy

(the integrals here are used in a symbolic sense, since / is only a distribution).

We can also write this as

(3.10) Ejk(t) = (foSjx*foS-x,¥t)

where

(3.11) yt(x) = n"'2rß/2e-M2/4t.

-i
At this point we need to use the essential disjointness of the distributions foSj

and foSkx. Unfortunately, the open set condition of [H] just fails to give us

what we need, so we use a stronger hypothesis on the set of similarities.

Definition 3.1. We say the open set condition holds if there exists a bounded

open set U such that SjU ç U for each j, and SjU and SkU are disjoint

for each j ^ k . We say the strong open set condition holds if in addition the

closures of SjU and SkU are disjoint for j ^ k .

Under the strong open set condition the distribution f ° S~x has support

in SjU which is disjoint from the support of f o Skx, so the distribution

/ o S~x * f o Skx vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin.

Lemma 3.2. Assume the strong open set condition. Then

(3.12) lim h(p2qt) = ~h(t)
q—»oo

exists uniformly on compact subsets of (0, oo).

Proof. We need to estimate

h(p2qH) - h(p2«H) =   Y,  E(P2qt)

9=91 + 1

uniformly in t, qx , and qi. Clearly it suffices to estimate

¿  Ejk(p2«t) = /foS-x*foSk-x,   ¿   ip^\.

9=9i + l \ 9=9i + l '

Since f o Sj x * f o Skx  is a distribution of compact support vanishing in a

neighborhood of the origin, it satisfies an estimate of the form

\(foSjx*foSkx,<p)\<c Y  sup   (¿)%W
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Thus we need to estimate

92

sup
\x\>e

/  p.   \ a      92

9=9i + l

But from (3.11) it follows easily that this can be made as small as we please

(uniformly in 0 < a < t < b) provided we take qx and q2 large enough. This

establishes (3.12).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.3. Let f be any self-similar distribution of compact support with

weights satisfying (Ao) and similarities satisfying the equicontractive condition

and the strong open set condition. Let f denote the Fourier transform of f and

let h(t) be given by (3.3). Then there exists a bounded continuous function h(t)

on (0, oo ) satisfying

(3.13) h(p2t) = h(t)

(in fact h is given by (3.12)) such that

(3.14) \im(h(t) - h(t)) = 0.

Proof. Define h(t) by (3.12). Then (3.13) is obvious. Since h is the uniform
limit of continuous functions it is continuous, and together with the periodicity

(3.13) this shows h is bounded. For any Kl we can write / = p2qto with

P2 < to < 1 • Then h(t) - h(t) = hip2qt0) - A(i0) and q -» oc as t -* 0, so
(3.12) implies (3.14).   Q.E.D.

Remark. The proof actually shows that the rate of convergence in (3.14) is

extremely rapid, namely

(3.14') h{t) = hit) + Oie-'")   asr^O.

This follows easily from the estimate

d
sup

ox '   "W
= Oie -e/t\

(here we are using e to denote a positive quantity that may vary from place to

place).

Corollary 3.4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold, and let ß < n. Then

there exists a bounded function HiR) satisfying

(3.15) HipR) = HiR)

such that HiR) = HiR) + F(i?) with

(3.16) lim  /   |F(r)|^ = 0,
«-»oo jRp r

where H(R) is given by (3.2).

Proof. We will apply Wiener's second Tauberian theorem [W, p. 74, Theorem

5] (or [T, p. 338, Theorem 7.6] for a more concise exposition). Let f(s) =

e?s Js„_¡ \F(esu)\2 du. Then a change of variable shows h(e~2x) = .£< * f(x)

and H(ex) = K2*f(x), where Kx(x) = e^-"^e-e~lx and K2(x) = e^~n^Xx>o
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(one-dimensional convolution). Because K2 is discontinuous we introduce a

variant Kj, which is obtained by modifying K2 near the origin to make it

continuous.
■ e(fi-n)x if jc > 0 ,

K3{x) = I S~lx+l       if-S<x<0,

0 ifx<-S,

where ô is fixed (but later we will let S —> 0). In order to apply the Tauberian

theorem we need to show that Kx and #3 are continuous and satisfy

00

(3.17) Ê 8bp{|ä(jc)|:j <*<; +1}< 00
j=—00

and that £1 never vanishes. But (3.17) is routine, and a change of variable

shows that

1 r 'sltt.ß.iy)/2-ie-sds = W«  ß  ¡y

where Y never vanishes. The Tauberian theorem then implies that K$ may be

approximated in the norm given by (3.17) by linear combinations of translates

of Kx.
Next we need to show that / belongs to the dual space of the continuous

functions satisfying (3.17), namely

(3.18) sup/      \f(s)\ds< 00.
k   Jk

Now hit) is uniformly bounded: for / < 1 this follows from Theorem 3.3,

while for / > 1 this follows from the definition and the fact that Fix) has

polynomial growth. Then

/      \fis)\ds= [ \Fix)\2\x\ß-"dx <chie~2k),
Jk Jek<\x\<ek+>

which establishes (3.18).
Thus K$ * fix) is a uniform limit of linear combinations of translates of

Kx * f. Now Theorem 3.3 says that Kx * f is asymptotically periodic (the

sum of a bounded continuous periodic function of period p plus a function

vanishing as x —► 00). Since the class of asymptotically periodic functions

is closed under uniform limits, it follows that K3 * f is also asymptotically

periodic. In order to compare K2* f and Ky * f we introduce AT4 ,

i 0 otherwise,

and note that

(3.19) \K2 * fix) - K3 * f(x)\ < K4 * fix).

We can apply the Tauberian theorem to the kernels t^i and K4 to show that

K~4*f(x) is the uniform limit of functions of the form Yl c¡Kx *fix-\-y¡). Now

if Kx*fix) = Pix) + Eix), where Pix + p) = Pix) and F(x) -► 0 as x^oo,
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this means K4 * fix) is the uniform limit of J2 c¡Pix + y¡) + J2 CjEix + y¡).
We integrate over a period in order to simplify the first term,

¡■a+ß pp ra+p

(3.20) /      K4*fix)dx^Q2cj)      Pix)dx + Y,Cj I      Eix + yj)dx.

The point of doing this is that we can control Y, cj even though we cannot

control the individual constants c¡. In fact K4 is the limit in the (3.17) norm,

hence the Lx norm, of Y cjK\ (x + J7;) • hence

l^ol^H^iir'ii^iii
and we can make \\K4\\X —> 0 by letting ô —> 0.

Since Ycj is multiplied by fQp Pix) dx, which is a fixed constant in (3.20),

we can arrange to make J"+p K4 * fix) dx equal to the sum of an arbitrarily

small function plus a function vanishing as x —> oo by making ô sufficiently

small.

Now as <5 —> 0, K^*f decreases monotonically to K2* f. Thus if Ki*f =

Ps + E¿ with Pg periodic then P¿ decreases monotonically to a limit P which

is bounded and periodic. A routine argument using (3.19) and the properties

of K4 * f shows that K2* f = P + E, where
ra+p

(3.21) lim  /      \Eix)\dx = Q.
a^°°Ja

Finally, a change of variable transforms (3.21) into (3.16).   Q.E.D.

Note added in proof. An improvement of this result is given in [LW].

While the passage from h to H is complicated, in the reverse direction it is

easy to see that
/»OO

(3.22) hit) = 2t("-ß)l2+x        R"-ß+ie-tR HiR)dR,
Jo

hence
í»00

(3.22) hit) = 2t{n-ß)/2+l        R"-ß+xe-'R2HiR)dR.
Jo

In the special case that / is a measure (all weights aj are positive) and ß <

in + l)/2 we can avoid using the Tauberian theorem by giving a direct proof

of the corollary, imitating the proof of the theorem. This gives uniform con-

vergence, and in fact a rate of convergence, but not as fast as (3.14').

Corollary 3.5. Let f be a measure satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3, and

assume ß < in + l)/2. Then

(3.24) HiR) = HiR) + OiRß-«"+X)'2])   asÄ^oo.

Proof. Imitating the proof of Lemma 3.2 we find HiR) - HipR) = F(Ä),

where f (Ä) = *£m ajkÉjkiR) and

EjkiR) = Rß~n [      ei(b'-bkYxTipRjX)FipR*kx)dx
J\x\<R

= cRß-"'2 Jl Jn/2iR\x - y\)\x - y\-"'2 dpj(x) dpkiy),
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where p¡■■ = f o Sjx, pk = f o Skx, and Jn¡2 is the Bessel function. Since the

supports of pj and pk are separated, we have \x - y\ > e in the integral and

we use standard estimates on the Bessel function to obtain

\Jn/2iR\x - y\)\x - y\-"'2\ < cR~x'2,

hence \Ëjk(R)\ < Cjr/?-((»+U/2) Since ß - ((n + l)/2) < 0 by hypothesis, the
rest of the proof proceeds as before.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.6. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3, either H is identically zero

or H is never zero, and

(3.25) minH>p"-ßmaxH.

Proof. Let R be a point where H assumes its minimum, and aR a point

where H assumes its maximum, with p < a < 1 . Then H(R) > a"~~ßH(aR)

follows from

/      \F(x)\2dx> Í        \F(x)\2dx,
J\x\<R J\x\<aR

and so
H(R) > a"~ßH(aR) + É(R),

where É(R) = (H(R) - H(R)) + a"~ß(H(aR) - H(aR)). But the same is true
if we replace R by p~kR, so

H(R) > a"~ßH(aR) + É(p~kR).

But É(p~kR) -f 0 as k -> oo so H(R) > a"~ßH(aR), which gives (3.25) since

p < a and n - ß > 0. Finally, if H ever vanishes then (3.25) implies H is

identically zero.   Q.E.D.

Of course the case when H never vanishes is the more interesting alternative,

and it is desirable to have conditions which imply that it holds. In §5 we will
give a general result to this effect, under the assumption that the weights {a;}

are all positive. Without this assumption we require some severe restrictions on

the similarities.

Corollary 3.7. Assume that the similarities Sj satisfy the following conditions

for some fixed integer r > 3: p = l/r, each component of rbj is an integer

between 0 and r - 1, and all Rj are equal to an orthogonal transformation

that preserves the integer lattice. Assume also the strong open set condition (in

this case U = {x : 0 < Xj < 1, j = 1,...,«}). Assume that the weights satisfy

(Ao), and finally assume that there exists a fundamental domain D (for the torus

R/27TZ") containing a neighborhood of the origin on which \F(x)\ is bounded

away from zero. Then H(R) never vanishes.

Proof. The argument given in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in Part I shows

liminf^"-^)-1 /       \F(x)\2dx
R^oo J\x\<R

is positive, and this easily implies H(R) never vanishes.   Q.E.D.

In Part I we showed that the existence of D always holds when n = 1 or 2

in the case of measures, but that argument is not valid for distributions since it
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requires the positivity of the weights. However, if we assume the hypotheses of

Theorem 2.2 then this condition is in some sense generically fulfilled. For then,

since (2.11) holds, \F(x)\ will be bounded away from zero on any compact set

provided Fx(x) given by (2.9) never vanishes. Now F\(x) is just a periodic

trigonometric polynomial with fixed frequencies, and amplitudes given by the

weights. The (A0) condition implies F-(0) = 1 but does not force Fx to

vanish anywhere. It is then straightforward to show that there exists an open

dense subset of the subspace of Cm of weights satisfying (Ao) for which Fxix)

never vanishes.

The hypothesis that the similarities satisfy the strong open set condition

seems excessive, and we conjecture that all the results of this section hold un-

der the open set condition. As a step in this direction we give an argument

that works for measures under an auxiliary condition which is satisfied in a

large number of examples. Since the difference between the two conditions in-

volves the possible intersection of the closures of SUj and SUk , we will need

to assume that this intersection has measure zero. In addition, we need the

condition

(3.26) /    /    \x-y\-ßdpjix)dpkiy)<™   forj¿k,
JSUj Jsuk

where p}■ = p o S~x, pk = po Skx, and we have written p in place of /.

Lemma 3.8. Let p be a self-similar measure satisfying the equicontractive and

open set conditions, such that piSjU n SkU) - 0 for j ^ k and (3.26) holds.
Then the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 hold.

Proof. The only essential change is in the estimate of (3.9), which in our nota-

tion is now

(3.27) n"'2rß'2 ff e-W*' dp} dpk .

We want to use the dominated convergence theorem to show this goes to zero

as i-»0. The integrand tends to zero if x ^ y , and this is almost everywhere

because of the hypothesis piSjU r\SkU) = 0. The integrand is dominated by

a multiple of \x - y\~ß, and (3.26) says exactly that the dominator is inte-
grable.   Q.E.D.

Suppose now that n — 1, the similarities SjX = px + b¡, and the open set

condition holds for U an interval. Then SjU and SkU are disjoint open

intervals so the intersection of the closures is at most a point. Since it is easy

to see that p is nonatomic, we have piSj U n Sk U) = 0. We claim also that
(3.26) holds._

To see this assume SjU(~)SkU intersect in a point/I (otherwise (3.26) is triv-

ial) with Sj U on the left and Sk U on the right. There is at most one similarity,

call it Sx, which maps the left endpoint of U to itself, and similarly S2 which

maps the right endpoint of U to itself (if both Sx and S2 do not exist then

(3.26) is again trivial). Let p denote an index that varies in (2, 3, ... , m),

and let q vary in (1, 3,..., m). Thus SxSkU and S2SjU meet at A, but
SpSkU lies at a distance of at least p2 from SjU, and SqSjU lies at a distance

of at least p2 from SkU (we assume U has length one).
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Now we subdivide SkU into the disjoint intervals SpS[SkU for / = 0, 1,

2, ... , p — 2, ... , m and denote by ppjtk the restriction of pk to SpS[SkU.
It is clear that pk = YpjPP,i,k • Similarly, pj = Y,<i,i>flq,l',j> wnere Pi,v j

is the restriction of pj to SqS^SjU. Then

II \x~y\~ßdfikWd/iJ^ = ̂ U2jj \x-y\~ßdPpJ,k(x)dpqJIJ(y).
p,l q,l'

The total measure of ppj,k is apa[, and the total measure of pQj, j is aqa\'.

The interval SpS\SkU lies at a distance of at least pl+2 from A (since S[+xSkU

separates them), and SgS^SjU lies at a distance at least pl'+2 from A. There-

fore, an upper bound for \x-y\~ß for x in the support of ppj¡k and y in the

support of pq /< ; is /j-/?(2+mm(,-/')). Altogether this produces an upper bound

of
YJY,aPaiaW2P~ß(1+miTi(,JI)) < c^Yt^p'"™"0'0
P.lqJ' I     I'

for (3.26). Thus we need to show that

(3.28) 5>i4V"

is finite, and a similar expression with a- and a2 interchanged.

Now recall that pß = Yaj • so that (3.28) is equal to

2<3'M) S.j;«,,

If ai < X>2 then (3.29) is clearly finite. If a- = £a2 then (3.29) is equal to

J2i> l'a!2', which is finite. If ax >Ya) then (3.29) is bounded by

C?(Ü)"'
which is finite since a-a2 < Y^a2 . This completes the proof of (3.26).

Finally, we can replace the L2 norms in (3.2) and (3.3) by L4 norms, or

more generally L2k norms for k a positive integer, in certain cases. If all the

similarities Sj have the same linear part, SjX = pRx + bj, then the distribution

f(k) =/*/*...*/ (k factors) is also self-similar. In fact if / satisfies (2.1)

then
m(k)

f(k) = Y/afpkK(sfYl
7 = 1

with sf]x = pRx+bf], where af] and b(k) satisfy (£a;e''^)fc = £afV^>JC.

If the similarities SJ ' satisfy the strong open set condition (or the hypotheses

of Lemma 3.8 in the case of measures) then Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4
applied to /(fc) yield

R"-'* L \F(x)\2kdx = Hk(R) + o(l)

W|2as R -» oo, where Hk(pR) = Hk(R) and pß" = £ \a)
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4. Fractal Plancherel formula

In this section we consider a self-similar probability measure where the sim-

ilarities are equicontractive and satisfy the strong open set condition and the

weights are natural (all = l/m). The usual Cantor measure satisfies these hy-

potheses, but they are neither weaker nor stronger than the hypotheses for a

generalized Cantor measure as defined in Part I. The requirement of natural
weights implies that p is locally uniformly /^-dimensional (ß = - log m/ log p

in this case) and equal to the restriction of /?-dimensional Hausdorff measure
to the compact set K. In particular, we can apply the results of [S1 ] that show

that for any f e L2(dp),

-^ [   \(fdpr(X)\2dx
K     P J\x\<R

is bounded above and below (as R —> oo) by multiples of / \f\2 dp. In partic-

ular, this implies that H is bounded below. In fact we will show that

(4.1) R^jx<R\(fdpr(x)\2dx=^\f\2dp"jH(R) + E(R),

where E(R) satisfies (3.16). To do this we will construct a natural orthonormal

basis of L2(dp) whose Fourier transforms are easily expressible in terms of
F = p.

Let J' = (j[, ... , j'N) denote any multi-index of length N. Let fj<, denote

the function which assumes the value e2niJ'J'/m on SjK for J of length N.

We also allow N = 0 and J to be the empty set, with the corresponding

function identically one on K. It is easy to see that the set of all such functions

(for all values of N) is an orthonormal basis of L2(dp), and if we denote by

Fji the Fourier transform of fj>, then

(4.2) Fr(x)= YJm~Ne2niJ'Jlme'bj'XF(PNR*Jx)-

There is a vague resemblance to "wavelet" bases in that Fj, is manufactured out

of dilates of F , but instead of translates we have multiplication by exponentials.

Also, of course, the function F is by no means localized.

Lemma 4.1. // /' ^ J" then

(4.3) -^ /       Fj,(x)FMx)dx = E(R)
K     P J\x\<R

while

(4-4) -^ I       \Fj,ix)\2dx = HiR) + EiR),
K        J\x\<R

where F(i?) denotes a function satisfying (3.16).

Proof. We observe that

-=^s !      \FipNR,x)\2dx= , P,    . Í \Fix)\2dx
(4.5) R"~ß J\x\<R J      ' iPNR)"-ß J\X\<p»R

= mNH(pNR) = mNH(R) + E(R)
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since pß = \/m . On the other hand, if J' ± J" have the same length vV then

(4-6) -B-^77 /      e'^'-b^'xFipNR*j,x)FipNR*x)dx = EiR)
RH       J\x\<R

by the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.4. If we substitute the definition

(4.2) into the right side of (4.4) and expand we see from (4.6) that the cross

terms contribute EiR), while each of the mN diagonal terms according to (4.5)

contributes m~2NmNHiR) + EiR), for a total of HiR) + EiR). This proves

(4.4).
To prove (4.3) we first note that (4.2) remains valid if we take any N greater

than the length of J' (we interpret the dot product J' • J to be the sum of

JkJ'k f°r ^ - mind-^l. \J'\)) because of (2.6). Thus, even if /' and J" have
different lengths, we can choose N to be the greater of the two and use (4.2) for

both Fj> and Fj» . If we substitute these into the left side of (4.3) and expand

we again obtain EiR) from the cross terms by (4.6), while the diagonal terms
contribute

(4.7) m-N ]T e2ltiJ,J'lme-2,liJ-J"lmHiR) + EiR)

by (4.5). But the sum in (4.7) vanishes for /' / J" by a theorem of Lagrange,
proving (4.3).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.2. Let p be a self-similar measure satisfying (2.1) for natural weights

iall aj - 1 ¡m) and similarities satisfying the equicontractive condition (a// p¡ =

p) and the strong open set condition. Then (4.1) holds for any f e L2 idp).

Proof. If / is any finite linear combination of fj>  then (4.1) follows from

(4.3) and (4.4). Then we obtain (4.1) for general / e L2idp) by a routine

limiting argument because {/}*} is an orthonormal basis and we have the a
priori estimate

SUP7¿? /       \(fdpr(x)\2dx<c f l/l2dp
R    R      P J\x\<R J

(this is proved in [SI] under weaker hypotheses on p).   Q.E.D.

5. The nonequicontractive case

In this section we drop the equicontractive hypothesis, but retain the strong

open set condition. The dimension ß can no longer be given by (3.1), but

instead we determine ß by the condition

m

(5.1) 5>-'|fl;l2 = l.
7 = 1

It is easy to see that there is a unique real number ß satisfying (5.1) (the left side

is increasing in ß and varies from zero as ß —> -oo to +00 as ß —» +00) and

(5.1) is consistent with (3.1) in the equicontractive case. We say that the {pj}

are exponentially incommensurable if the ratios log Pj / \og pk are all rational;
or equivalently, if there exists p such that

(5.2) pvf = p,        Vj positive integers.
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If not, we say that the {pj} are exponentially commensurable.

We define the averages hit) and HiR) by (3.3) and (3.2) with the new
definition of ß . If we substitute (2.5) into the definition of hit) and make a

change of variable we see that
m .

hit) = £ |a;.|¥"-^2 j e-'M1 \FiPjRjx)\2 dx + £ a}âkEjk(t)

(5-3)
7=1 7¥*

m

= E \aj\2PjßhipJ2t) + Y, aßkEjkit),
7=1 yjí*

where

(5.4) Ejk(t) = t{"-ß)'2 íe-'W2F(pjR*jX)F(pkRkx) dx.

We can estimate Ejk using (3.10) as before, and then use (5.3) to obtain both

upper bounds and the asymptotic behavior of h(t) as t -» 0.

Theorem 5.1. Let f be a self-similar distribution of compact support, and sup-

pose that (A0) holds and the strong open set condition holds. Then hit) is

uniformly bounded as 0 < t < 1. If the {pj} are exponentially incommen-

surable then lim,_*o^(0 exists. If the {p¡} are exponentially commensurable

then

(5.5) hmh(t)-h(t) = 0,
í—o

where

(5.6) h(p2t) = h(t)

and p is given by (5.2).

Proof. We may assume that the {pj} are arranged in increasing order, so px <

Pj < pm for all j. Let cN = sup{/,(i). p2mNp2 < t < 1}. If p2J¡N+i)p2x < t <

p2mNp2 then p2mNp2 < pj2t < p2mN < 1 so

cN+x < ^ + ^sup{|F^(0|: plN+l)p\ < t < p2mNp2}

by (5.3) and (5.1). In view of (3.10) this proves the boundedness of hit) on

(0, 1]. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3

we have (5.5) holding, where hit) is bounded and satisfies
m

(5.7) h(t) = YJ\a]\2p-ßh(pft).
/=i

If we write <p(s) = h(es) then (5.7) becomes

m

(5.8) (p(s) = YiÀJ<p(s + yJ),

7 = 1

where Y^jl - 1 ■ 0 < ^j < 1 > an<l fj = _21og/?j > 0. Taking the Fourier
transform of (5.8) yields
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If the {pj} are exponentially incommensurable then (1 - Y^je'yjt) vanishes

only at zero, where it has a simple zero, so the only solutions of (5.8) are

constant. Thus h is constant in this case. If, on the contrary, (5.2) holds,

then 1 - Xjell& is periodic and has simple zeros at multiples of njlog p, which

implies the periodicity (5.6).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.2. Let {ay} be positive weights satisfying (Ao), so f — p is a self-

similar measure. Then h(t) is bounded below by a positive constant on 0 < t <
1.

Proof. We will use an iteration of (2.5) that is more controlled than (2.6). We

will obtain

(5.9) Fix) = £ ajeib'-xFipjKjx)

for certain finite sets sé of multi-indices (of varying length) with the property

that all pj for J e sé are of comparable size. Now it is clear that we can

generate many identities of the form (5.9) by a recursive procedure. If we have

(5.9) for a fixed sé , just choose one J ese and replace FipjRjx) by

m

(5.10) Y,a>eÍb''PjR'jXF(PjPJR)R*Jx) >

7=1

which is equal to it by (2.5). Now the substitution of (5.10) in (5.9) yields
another identity of the form (5.9) with sé replaced by another set sé' obtained

from sé by removing J and adjoining (J, 1), ... , (J, m). We can always

get started since (2.5) is of the form (5.9) with sé = {I, ... , m}. If we set a

target value X (chosen small enough, say X < px) and we perform the above

the procedure on / if and only if pj > X, then after a finite number of steps

we will arrive at a set we denote sé(X) for which (5.9) holds with

(5.11) P\X<pj<X   for all J esé(X).

Suppose for a moment that Y,jes/waJe'bj'x were a good approximation for

F(x) in computing h(t). A simple computation shows

dxt(n-ß)/2   fe-t\x\>      £    ajeibj;

(5.12) J Jessm

= nn/2t-ß,2   £      £   ajare-^-b^lM

Je^W J'€j^{X)

and since all terms are postive we obtain a lower bound of

nn/2t-ß,2    £    a2

just by selecting the diagonal terms in the sum. If we choose X = txl2 then

rß/2>pßPJß by (5.11) so n"/2pßYj^wPjßa2j is a lower bound for (5.12).

But from (5.1) and the way sé (X) is constructed we see that

(5.13) J2   PjßaJ = l
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and so

(5.14)
(n-ß)/2 fe-t\x? Y    ajeibj'x

Jesf(St)

dx > n"l2pß,

This is the right kind of lower bound, but unfortunately (5.9) does not allow

us to immediately apply (5.14) to estimate hit). What we do know by Theorem

2.3 is that
FN(x) = Y aJeibj'X

converges to Fix) uniformly on compact sets, and FN is uniformly bounded

by one, so that for any fixed / we can choose N large enough that

(5.15)

t(n-ß)/2   fe-t\x\2\F,x)\2dx >  lf(»-«/2   ie-'M2\FNix)\2dx

= Lnnßt-ßi2 £   £ a/fl/,e-l*'-VI2/*i

JZ/n J'€Sn

Without loss of generality we may take N large enough that sé(\ft) ç J~N.

However, unlike the case of (5.12), it would be disastrous in (5.15) to throw

away all the nondiagonal terms. Instead, we retain just those terms correspond-

ing to J and J' that both contain the same initial segment in séi\ft).

Changing notation slightly, write J for a fixed multi-index in séiyft), of
length \J\ < N, and write J J' and J J" for multi-indices in ^ whose first

\J\ entries agree with / (so J' and J" are in ^n-\j\) • Then the lower bound
we extract from (5.15) is

(5.16)   hit)>X-%"l2rßl2   Y      Y       Y    a2JaJ,aj,le-\h»'-h»"\

J€tf(sft)Jlefn-\j\ J"efN-\j\

■/4f

Now we need an upper bound for \bjji -bjjn \. But we have the explicit formula

(with \J\ = k)

bjr = bjt + pj,Rixbj2 + --- + ipJt ■ ■ ■ pik_x)(Jfy, • • • Rjk_y)bJk

+ pjRj(bj'   +pr  Rr  by   +••■r X    Jk + \ rJi + l      Jk+I    Jk+2

+ (pr   ■•■pj.    )(Rr   ■ •■RJ>    )bj>)KrJk + l rJ»-l"     Jk+l JN-\'   jn'

and a similar expression for bjj>< , so bjj* - bjj» = pjRjb, where

b = (br   -bin ) + ... + (p,,   ...Pr    )(».,   ...».,    )br
v    Jk+\ Jk+\' XrJk+\ rJN-\'x     Jk+\ JN-r    JN

~(Pi" ••'Pv   )(R¡»    ■Ri"  )b¡».

Clearly

|¿|<2iV/(l+/>m + /J2„ + .-. + /7^-2)<T^,
1       Pm

where M — maxi</<„. \b¡\, so

.,                          IM 2Mtx'2
\bjj> -bjj..\ <-— pj <

1 - Pr, 1 - Pr,
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by (5.11). Thus

\bjj>-bjj,.\2 K      M2

4t - (1 -pm)2

and substituting this in (5.16) we obtain

h(t) > IJ,»/2e-*a/(I-A.)J     £     rßfta2      £      ajl       £      fly„

Jesf(Vt) J'£Sn-\j\      J"^fn-\¡\

But   2~Dy ûy = Yj" aJ" - 1   an(l SO

hit) > \n"¡2e-M2^x-^lp\

by (5.11) and (5.13) as before.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.3. Let f = p be a self-similar measure with positive weights satisfy-

ing (An), and assume the strong open set condition. Then HiR) = HiR) + EiR)

with

fR        dr
(5.17) lim   /   £(!■)—= 0,

R^°° Jro riRp

where HiR) is a bounded function bounded away from zero satisfying

(5.18) HipR) = HiR)

if the {pj} are exponentially commensurable (/? given by (5.2)), or

(5.19) lim HiR) = H
R—>oo

a positive constant if the {pj} are exponentially incommensurable.

Proof. This follows as before by combining Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 with a Taube-

rian argument.   Q.E.D.

Note that we do not claim that the constant H in (5.19) is any sort of

universal constant depending only on the dimension ß. It may depend on p

in an unspecified manner.

Recall from Part I and [H] that there are natural weights associated to the

set of similarities {Sj} defined by

(5.20) aJ = psJ,

where 5 is the unique positive number for which (Ao) holds. Then, under

the open set condition, s = ß and the measure p is the restriction of ß-

dimensional Hausdorff measure to K .

Corollary 5.4. Let p be a self-similar measure associated to a set of similarities

satisfying the strong open set condition with natural weights (5.20). Then (4.1 )

holds for any f e L2idp) with HiR) as in Corollary 5.3. In particular, if {p¡}
are exponentially incommensurable, then

(5.21) lim -Ij /       \ifdpnx)\2dx = H [\f\2dp.
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Proof. The proof follows the argument in Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, with

the modification that fj< is defined to assume the value m~N^2a]i' e2líü%]'lm

on SjK, and so

Fj,(x) = Y m~NI2a)l2e2niJ'rlmeibj'xFipjR*jx).   Q.E.D.

6. Generalizations

In this section we discuss briefly a number of different generalizations of the

previous results.

(i) Self-affine distributions. Instead of requiring contractive similarities Sj in

the definition (2.1), we could require merely contractive affine transformations

SjX = AjX + bj, where A¡ is a contractive linear transformation. In place of

(2.5) we would have
m

Fix) = YaJeibj'XF(A*jx)-

7 = 1

The results of §2 extend easily with the obvious modifications. However, none

of the results in §§3-5 seem to extend to this case.

(ii) Infinite sums. In place of the finite sum in (2.1 ) we could allow an infinite

sum, as long as we require Y7LX \aj\ < oo and lim;_oc p¡■ = 0. Again the results

of §2 extend to this case. Under certain additional assumptions the results of

§5 extend as well. What is needed is a quantitative version of the strong open

set condition. Let djk denote the distance between Sj U and Sk U, which is

positive for j ^¿ k by the strong open set condition. For simplicity we deal

only with the case of positive weights. We claim that the condition

(6.1) Y aJakdJk   < °°
iitk

is sufficient for the extension of Theorem 5.1 to hold. The problem is to control

the infinite sum Yj¿k ajakEjk(t). as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, which requires

the convergence of the series

oo

YYaJakEJk^^'
9=1 &k

which can be estimated by

oo

(6.2) crß'2 Y Y ajakp-ß"e-d^A">2'.

9=1 7¥*

But now an easy estimate shows

oo

(6.3) rß'2 Y p-^e-^'4'»2* < cd~ß

9=1

and so (6.1) implies that (6.2) is finite.
Theorem 5.2 also extends to this case under certain additional hypotheses.

To see this we observe that the construction of sé (X) can be carried out as
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before, but now only the second inequality in (5.11) will hold. We still have the

estimate (5.16) and the proof leads to the lower bound

h(t)>c   Y    rß'2a2=c   Y   (P2j/t)ß/2P]ßa2j.

J€Jf{Vt) 7€J/(V7)

If we had a lower bound for pj/t we would be done, but this is no longer true

over all of sé(\ft). Instead, we need to show that it is true for a substantial

portion of séi\ß) ■ Define the subset séxi\ft) by selecting those J for which

tsft < pj (we also have pj < V? by the construction of séi\ß)), where e is

a fixed parameter satisfying 0 < e < 1 . Our lower bound is then

(6.4) h(t)>c    Y    Pjßa'
Jes/{(Vt)

(of course c depends on e). In view of (5.13) we need an estimate of the form

(6.5) Y    PjßaJ > c>    £ ' p-/a2j
Jes/,(Vt) Je^(Vt)

with cx > 0 independent of t.
The kind of hypothesis that will guarantee this involves the function

(6.6) qiX) = YajPiß-

Suppose we have

(6.7) qieX) < SqiX)

for some ô < 1 . This would imply

(6.8) Y   a2pJß = qiX)-qieX)>ia-x-l)qieX)
t\<Pj<X

and S~x - 1 > 0. Now if J is in séi^/t) but not in séxi\ft), we must

have Pjt---PjN-i > Vf, but Pjt---PjN < £v^. Fix jx,...,jN-i and vary

jn - j ■ Some of the resulting J will belong to sexi\ß), some will belong to

séi\Tt) but not séxi\ft), and some will not belong to séi\fi). If we abbreviate

Pi\ ' ' ' Pjn-i = ^ then the conditions under which these three cases occur are

t\Tt < Apj <\Tt   for / e séx (vT),

Apj<eVt for J e séxiVt)\séi^/t),

\Tt<Apj foxJiséi\ít).

Condition (6.8) with X = A~x\ft says that Yajpjß m the first case is at least

iô~x - 1) times the same sum in the second case, and this is the same as for

Ea2,p~jß because all terms have the common factor a2 ■■■a2    p~ß ■ ■ ■ p~ß  ,
■I r J 7l jN-\rJ\ rjN~i   '

which is being held fixed. This gives the estimate (6.5) with cx = S~x - 1 . Thus

hypothesis (6.7) is sufficient for Theorem 5.2 to hold in this case. Similarly

Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 hold under the additional assumptions (6.1) and (6.7).

(hi) Noncompact support. If we drop the requirement that the distribution

have compact support then we obtain many more self-similar distributions. For
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example, if p denotes the usual Cantor measure on [0, 1], we can also define

a grand Cantor measure p on [0, oo) which is the sum of p translated by

all nonnegative integers expressible base 3 without using the digit 1. It may be

argued that p is even more self-similar than p since it looks the same at all

scales, large or small. It is easy to see that p satisfies the self-similar identity

(6.9) p = {p°S~x

for Sx = jX. This is of the form (2.1) but none of the conditions (A^) is

satisfied, so there are no compactly supported solutions of (6.9). However, p

is by no means the only solution of (6.9). In fact any dilate of p also satisfies

(6.9), which already shows that the space of solutions is infinite dimensional.

But also the measure \x\~adx satisfies (6.9) for a - 1 - log2/log3 .

The following is a general procedure for constructing infinite-dimensional

spaces of solutions of (2.1) out of a single compactly supported solution / in

the equicontractive case: Let G be any bounded radial function satisfying the

periodicity condition

(6.10) Gipx) = Gix).

Then G = g for a tempered distribution g, and it is easy to see that g * f

(whose Fourier transform is F(x)G(x)) also satisfies (2.1).

Even in the nonequicontractive case we can give a general construction under

certain restrictions. The main assumption is px < p2 (with the {p¡} arranged

in increasing order) so that we can compose (2.1) with Sx and solve to obtain

f=2Z%xäjfoS;x    with

(6.11; äx =a, ', äj = a, xaj,        j > 2,

-i    c _ c-iSl=S7l,Sj = S^ xoSj,        j>2,

and now the Sj are all expansive similarities. It is easy to show from (6.11 ) that

all solutions must be tempered distributions. Thus we can work with the Fourier

transform and (2.5). To construct solutions of (2.5) we define F arbitrarily on

the annular region A0 = {px < \x\ < 1}, say bounded by one. Then use (2.5)

inductively to extend the definition to the regions Ak = {pñk+{ < \x\ < pñk]

for k = 1, 2, ... . We have the estimate

k

\F(x)\< i$>,|

on Ak which is a polynomial growth rate at infinity. We use

/

F(PxR*xx) = a;xe-'b''x    F(x) -Yajeib''xF(pjR*x)

to inductively extend F to the regions

A_k = {pk+xp2-k<\x\<pkxp2-k+x}

for k = 1, 2, ... with the estimate

|F(x)|<|a,rMl+f>,|
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on Ak. This implies \F(x)\ < c\x\ a for \x\ < 1 with

log^.r^i + E^Ki))
a =

log p2/px

Therefore, if we assume

(6.12) log   |ai| <nlogp2/px,

this procedure yields locally integrable solutions of (2.5), hence tempered distri-

butions satisfying (2.1 ), and clearly the space of solutions is infinite dimensional.

(iv) LP means. In place of ( 1.1 ) we could consider the asymptotic behavior

of

(6.13) hp(R) = -±t[       \p(x)\"dx
K      " J\x\<R

for appropriate values of ßp . At the end of §3 we indicated how to obtain some

results for p equal to an even integer. However, the results of numerical ex-

periments carried out by Maria Korolov suggest that the asymptotic periodicity
results for H(R) should remain true for HP(R) for all p satisfying 0 < p < oo .

The possibility of interpolating between established values of p comes as no

surprise (of course the usual interpolation arguments do not give the desired

results), but the extension below p - 1 seems rather amazing. Certainly it will

require entirely new techniques to prove such results.

Figure 2. p = 3, ß = .792

Figure 3. p = 5.5  ß = .965

Figure 4. p = .5   ß = .230
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In Figures 2, 3, and 4, we show the graph of HP(R) on a logarithmic /?-scale

for different values of p and ßp (determined experimentally).
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